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Abstract
Linear stability analysis is used to predict the onset of the purely elastic instabilities
in the inertialess viscoelastic planar stagnation flow. Beyond the critical value of the
dimensionless flow rate, or Deborah number, the creeping base flow of a similarity type
that is valid in the limit of vanishingly small Reynolds number becomes unstable to the
localized three dimensional disturbances which are periodic in the neutral direction. Linear
stability calculations of the local similarity type viscoelastic flow in a small region near the
stagnation plane are reported for the quasi-linear Oldroyd-B constitutive equation. The
stability results for a range of Deborah number and viscosity ratio are presented to
systematically explore the effects of elasticity and other rheological properties. The onset
of instability and the temporal and spatial characteristics of the secondary flow predicted
here show very close resemblance to other purely elastic instabilities measured and
predicted for viscoelastic flows in different simple and complex geometries.
1
CHAPTER I
Introduction
1.1. Motivation and Previous Work
It is the perverse nature of fluid flows to become unstable. To exist, a flow
pattern must not only be a solution to the momentum, continuity and constitutive
equations, but it also must be stable. Any real flow contains slight deviations in the
boundaries, irregularities in the incoming stream, or any of many other possible
imperfections that cause the velocity, pressure and stresses to depart slightly from the
nominal steady-state values. A linear stability analysis is the usual first step taken to
investigate the stability of a laminar flow arid it can contribute to an understanding of the
process which lead to a departure from the base flow (i.e., an "instability") as well as at
least a qualitative estimate of conditions for this change in the flow.
The linear stability of the planar extensional stagnation flow of a highly
viscoelastic fluid is of practical interest since many important industrial process involve
stagnation flows of polymeric liquids which exhibit complex viscoelastic rheological
behaviors. The maximum processing rate or equivalently the maximum Deborah number
that can be achieved in a commercial polymer manufacturing process is often directly
limited by the onset of elastic instabilities which are entirely absent in the corresponding
flow ~ of purely Newtonian fluids (Petrie and Denn 1976 and Larson 1992). These
hydrodynamic instabilities develop at vanishingly small Reynolds numbers and typically
2
driven by the elastic nature of the polymeric materials. The driving mechanism and the
spatial and temporal characteristics of such instabilities have been documented for a
number of test geometries that model individual elements of more complex commercial
processing operations. The possibility of overstable disturbances in rotational shearing
flows of viscoelastic fluids with curved· stream lines has been known since pioneering
linear stability calculations of Beard, Davies and Walters (1966). Experimental studies
(Kocherof et aI. 1973, Jackson, Walters and Williams 1984, Magda and Larson 1988,
Muller, Larson and Shaqfeh 1989, Laun and Hingmann 1990, Joo and Shaqfeh 1992,
Oztekin and Brown 1993, Oztekin, Brown and McKinley 1994, Byars et a1.1994,
McKinley et aI. 1995) of purely elastic instabilities in rotating shear flows have been well
characterized the onset of the instability and spatial and temporal characteristics of the
secondary flows. These studies reveal that coupling between the first normal stress
difference and stream line curvature effects is the driving mechanism of these purely
elastic instabilities. They also showed that the shear-thinning in elasticity strongly affects
the onset of the instabilities and the flow patterns observed in rotational shear flows.
The spatial form of the instabilities are different in these flows depending on the
geometry of the flow and the nature of the shear-thinning in the normal stress, i.e.
toroidal vortices in the axial directions of the cylinders are observed in Taylor-Couette
flow (Muller,Larson and Shaqfeh 1989 and Joo and Shaqfeh 1994). In a series of recent
papers, it has been explained that the three dimensional time-dependent disturbances can
be accurately described by considering the stability of the recti-linear shear flows to
disturbances of spiral form COztekin and Brown 1993, Byars et aI. 1994, McKinley et aI.
1995).
Other important classes of the viscoelastic flows which are frequently
encountered in many polymer processing operations are stagnation flows past submerged
3
bodies such as cylinders and spheres and entry flows. The common feature of these
flows is the presence of the stagnation points in the vicinity of the submerged bodies,
where polymer molecules will have large residence times, resulting in the development of
large molecular extensions and large extensional stresses near the downstream wake of
the bodies. This stress build up in the downstream wake of the object can lead to strong
modifications of the velocity field that is predicted for the equivalent creeping flow of
Newtonian liquid (Bairstow et al. 1922, 1923). These stresses can force to the
development of the microstructural inhomogenities in the final product (Tadmor and
Gogos, 1979) and might play a major role in the flow transitions observed in these
systems.
Progress IS slower in understanding the stability characteristics of these
complicated extensional flows. Early flow visualization experiments (Cable and Boger
1978) and recent experiments (McKinley et al. 1991) have indicated a series of flow
transitions in entry flows of polymeric solution. The flow instability observed by
Bisgaard (1983) in higWy elastic flow past a sphere shows a very simil~r structure of
those found in the enti'y flows. Both instabilities are time periodic and disturbances are
confined into a region near a stagnation point where there is a development of significant
molecular extensions and large elastic stresses.
One of the least studied viscoelastic flow of this type is the creeping elastic flow
past a circular cylinder. Chilcott and RaIIison (1988) were the first to perform time-
dependent numerical simulations for unbounded creeping flow of a viscoelastic polymer
solution past cylinders and spheres using constitutive equations based on a kinetic theory
model for a dilute solution of macromolecules identified as a noninteracting dumb-bell
with finite extensibility. The stability of the viscoelastic flow past cylinder confined
between channels was first experimentally documented by McKinley, Armstrong and
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Brown (1993) using laser Doppler velocimetry. Linear stability calculations are limited
due to the complications of determining base state flow and stress field in two or three
dimensional complex geometries. The non-Newtonian dynamics of these flows is
dictated by a thin sheet of highly viscous fluid in the downstream wake. In this thin
viscoelastic boundary layer near the stagnation points, molecules are highly extended and
,-
large polymer stresses occur. These boundary layers appear as bright birefringent lines in
optical experiments of Cressely and Hocquart (1980) and so were named "birefringent
strands" (Harlen, Rallison and Chilcott 1990).
A local solution of a similarity type is reported by Zeng,Phan-Tien and Tanner
(1990) and Phan-Tien, Zeng and Tanner (1991) for viscoelastic flow past a sphere.
Linear stability analyses of the local similarity type viscoelastic flow in a small region
near the stagnation point behind the cylinder are reported for both the quasi-linear
/
Oldroyd-B and Gisekus constitutive equations ( Oztekin et al. 1996 ). Experiments and
calculations for a range of cylinder radius and Deborah number are given to
systematically explore the effects of elasticity and geometric variations on the cylinder
flow instability in this study.
In a recent study, McKinley, Pakdel and Oztekin (1996) presented a new
dimensionless criterion to determine and unify the critical conditions required for purely
elastic instabilities in a wide range of simple and complex geometries. This scaling
incorporates both the presence of non-zero elastic normal stresses in the fluid and the
magnitude of the streamline curvature in the flow. A detailed discussion of this study is
given in the Discussion Chapter.
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1. 2. Method of Approach and Organization
We consider the stability analysis of a local similarity type basic state solution of
planar stagnation flow of polymeric liquids. The analysis is confined into a small region
near the stagnation plane. We calculate the local steady base flow in a small region along
the stagnation plane, and the stability of this flow to the three dimensional disturbances.
The procedure used here is very similar to the one applied by Oztekin et al. (1996) for
viscoelastic flow past a cylinder confined between planar channels.
The stability calculation here carried out for the Oldroyd-B constitutive equation
-.,
is analyzed to small amplitude disturbances represented in the Fourier form, which lead
to seperable equations in the z - direction ( neutral direction ). The disturbances have
the form f( X, y) exp( ikz +at), where a is the growth rate and k is the wavenumber
of the disturbances. The spatiotemporal characteristics of the elastic instabilities ( i.e.
wavespeed and wavelength of the secondary flow-at the onset of the instability ) can be
determined by k and frequency (1m (a) ).
The outline of this stq,dy is as follows. The equations governing the flow
kinematics and stress field are described in chapter 2. The formulation of the local
similarity type of the base flow and the equations governing the linear stability of
localized disturbances are also described in chapter 2. Numerical solutions of basic state
and disturbance equations for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian kinematics are
described in chapter 3. The results are presented in chapter 4, and discussed in chapter
5.
6
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CHAPTER II
Formulation: Governing Equations
2. 1. General Equations
We consider the planar stagnation flows.~ of an Oldroyd-B model. In the
coordinates depicted in. figure 1, the no-slip and no-penetration velocity boundary
conditions are imposed at the stationary plane y = O. In the far field, y = L, the flow is
considered as plug flow with u = 0, v= V, where V is the uniform plug velocity. In
the flow domain 0 < y < L, the fluid is assumed to be incompressible. With inertial
effects neglected by setting the Reynolds number to zero, the equations governi~g mass
and momentum conservation are,
(2.1)
(2.2a)
7
(2.2b)
(2.2c)
~
where 71, V, ware the components of the velocity vector. S ij is the polymeric
contribution to the dev.~atoric stress tensor, p is the pressure, and TJs is the solvent
contribution to the total viscosity. In this formulation the total deviatoric stress tensor T
has been decomposed as
T (2.3)
where ry is the rate-of-strain tensor and given by
(2.4)
where V is the nabla operator in Cartesian coordinates, V is the velocity vector and T
denotes transpose. The polymeric contribution to the deviatoric stress tensor is given by
//
the Oldroyd B model (Bird et aI. 1987 a) as
(2.5a)
8
~ liU ~ uV ~ liU] (liU uV)Syy ---:::::::- - Sxz ---:::::::- - Syz ---:::::::- = 17p ---:::::::- + ---:::::::-
Uy (Jz (Jz Uy (JX (2.5b)
(2.5c)
(2.5d)
9
ihV
277p ---:::::-()z
(2.51)
where A is the relaxation time and 77p is the polymeric contribution to the total
viscosity.
The boundary conditions on the velocity field are
u(x, 0, z,t) = 0
v(x, 0, z,t) = 0
w(x, 0, z, t) = 0
"(" "")U x, L, Z, t = 0
v(x, L, Z, t) = V
w(x, L, Z, t) = 0
2. 2. Nondimensionalization
(2.6a)
(2.6b)
(2.6c)
(2.6d)
(2.6e)
(2.61)
We scale the length, time, velocity, stress and pressure with, L, ( ~), V,
( 770 ~ ), ( 770 ~ ), respectively. Here 770 is the total viscosity of the fluid and given
by
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7]0 = 7]8 + 7]p (2.7)
The dimensionless Cartesian coordinates are denoted by (x, y, z), the dimensionless time
by t, velocities by (u, v, w), pressure by p and stresses by Sij .
Substitution of the scaled variables into Eqns. (2.1) - (2.6) yields,
()u ()v Vw
-+-+-=0
Dx Dy ()z
DSxx DSxy DSxz [ d2u d2u d2u] Dp __ 0
-+ -+-+(3 -+ -+- -Dx Dy ()z s Dx2 Dy2 ()z2 ()x
"OSxz DSyz DSzz [d2w d2w d2w] ()p __ 0
-+ -+-+(3 -+ -+- -Dx Dy Dz S ()x2 Dy2 Dz2 Dz
(2.8)
(2.9a)
_(2.9b)
(2.9c)
[
()Sxx DSxx DSxx . DSxx ' (()u ilu ilu)]Sxx + De -- +u-- +v-- +w-- - 2 Sxx-' +Sxy- +Sxz-
Dt "Ox Dy Dz "Ox Dy Dz
(2.10a)
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ZI
fiQ XQ) ZQ fiQ XQ 7Q]+_zfiS+_zxS c;---m+--a+--·n+-- 'da+zzs
mQ mQ zZSQ zZSQ zZSQ zZSQ
('dOI'C;) ( fiQ ZQ ) drl _ [ ZQ zx ZQ zz fiQ lUi-+- t/ - - S-- S-- SmQ C1Q C1Q C1Q mQ
(
ZQ fiQ) zfi XQ xli ZQ· fiQ XQ 7Q] zli
- - + - S - _. S - --m + --a+ --n+ -- 'da + S
mQ C1Q mQ zliSQ zfiSQ zfiSQ zfiSQ
(POI'C;)
(Jorc;)
fiQ drl _ [ ( ZQ zli
-t/C;- -S
C1Q nQ
fiQ fili XQ liX) ZQ fiQ XQ 7Q] fili+ - S+ _. S C; - -m+ --a+ --n+ -- 'da+ SC1Q C1Q lifiSQ liliSQ liliSQ liliSQ
(
XQ ZQ) drl _ [fiQ zli ZQ zz fiQ lix
-+- t/ - - s-- S-- S
mQ nQ nQ nQ mQ
(
ZQ XQ ) zx XQ xx ZQ fiQ XQ 7Q] zx
- - + - S - - S - --m + --a + --n + -- 'da + S
mQ nQ mQ zXSQ zXSQ zXSQ zXSQ
(qOT'C;) (
XQ fiQ) drl _ [ZQ zli ZQ zx AQ liS-
-+- tJ - - S-- S-- S
C1Q nQ nQ C1Q nQ
(
fiQ XQ) fix XQ xx ZQ fiQ XQ 7Q] lix
- -+- S-- s---m+--a+--n+-- 'Ja+ S
C1Q nQ C1Q fixS Q fixSQ fixS Q fixSQ
(2.101)
where De = (Ai) is known as Deborah number and f3s
The dimensionless boundary conditions are
u (x, 0, z, t) = 0 (2.11a)
v(-x, 0, z, t) = 0 (2.11b)
w (x, 0, z, t) = 0 (2.11c)
u (x, 1, z, t) = 0 (2.11d)
v(x,l,z,t)=l (2.11e)
w(x,l,z,t)=O (2.111)
2. 3. Basic State Equations
The stability of the local base flow of a similarity type is analyzed to small
amplitude localized disturbances in the small region near the origin. In this region, x is
small and it is treated as a perturbation parameter. Amplitude of each component of
polymeric stress is expanded in a power series of x as
13
A (x, y) = Al (y) + x A:! (y) + x:! Ai (y) + 0 (x:!) (2.12)
Equations governing the basic state solution are assumed to be steady (i.e. ~ (.) = 0 )
and two dimensional (i. e. ~ ( .) = 0 ). Basic state components of stress in the Cartesian
coordinate system then can be written as
Sxy = T] (y) + x T2 (y) + x2 T3 (y)
Syy = Z] (y) + x Z2 (y) + x2 Z3 (y)
(2.13a)
(2.13b)
(2.13c)
Sxz = Syz o (2.13d)
The similarity type solution of the velocity field can be written as
(2.13e)
The solution given by Eqns. (2.13) satisfies the continuity, momentum and constitutive
equations exactly up to the second order term in x. The boundary conditions are
1 (0) = l' (0) = 0
1(1)=1,1'(1)=0
14
(2.14a)
(2.14b)
Substituting (2.12 _2.14) into constitutive equations (2.5a), ( 2.5b) and
(2. 5d) and equating same power terms of x for each equation yield
(1 + 2 De. l' l R1 + De. f.R; -2(3 l'p (2.15a)
R3 + De. f. R~ + 2 De.1" .Tz = 0 (2. 15b )
(1 - De.1')Tz +De.f.T~ + De·f",Zl -{Jp.j" (2.15c)
[1 - 2 De. 1'l Zl + De. f.Z~ = 2 (J l' (2.15d)p
Rz = T1 = T3 = Zz = Z3 = 0 (2.15e )
Eliminating the pressure in Eqns. (2.9a - c) and using Eqn. (2.15), x and y
components of the momentum equation can be reduced to
(2.16 )
2. 4. Disturbance Equations
2.4.1. Linearization of Equations
15
The disturbances to the velocity, pressure and stress fields are written as
u
-xf' up
v f V p
w 0 W p
P Ps P p
SXX (X, y, z, t) R) +x2R3 SXXp (x, y, Z, t') (2.18)
Sxy xT2 + SXyp
Sxz 0 Sup
Syy Zj Syyp
Syz 0 Syzp
Szz 0 Szzp
where up, v p and wp are the components of the disturbance to the velocity field, P s and
Pp are the dimensionless base and disturbance pressures, respectively, Sijp are the
disturbances to the polymer contribution to the deviatoric stress.
Substituting (2.18) into (2.7) - (2.10a - f), subtracting the base flow and
retaining only terms that are linear in the disturbance amplitude yields the dimensionless
disturbance equations and boundary conditions. The continuity and momentum equations
are
Oup llvp i)wp
-+ -+
i)x ()y i)z o (2.19a)
16
---------------
(2.19b)
(2.19c)
(2.19d)
The linearized components of the constitutive equations are
[
()Sxxp f ()Sxxp ()Sxxp (f 2 f)
Sxxp + De -- - x f -- +2X Rs up + f -- + R 1 + X Rs vp()t ()x ()y
. ( ( 2) ()up f ()up If ) J
- 2 R 1 + X Rs()X - f Sxxp + X T 2 ()y - x f Sxyp
(2.20a)
17
(
Uu p UVp )fJ - +-p Uy i)x
[
i)Sxzp , i)Sup i)Sxzp ( ')) UwpS +De -- -xf -- +f-- - R +x-R --
up ()t i)x Uy I 3 i)x
Uw
p
, /I J (Uup Uwp )xT2 - + f Sup +xf Sxzp = fJp - +-Uy ~ ~
[
i)Syyp ,i)Syyp + f i)Sxxp + Zl'V
P
Syyp +De -- -xf --
()t i)x Uy
S [
i)Syzp , i)Syzp i)Syzp Uwp+De ---xf--+f---xT--yzp ()t (Ix Uy 2 lIX
lIWp ,] ( lIUp Uvp )
- Zl Uy - f Syzp = fJp iJy + lIX
[
liS liS liS] UwSzzp +De --.!!!!. - xf'~ + f~ = 2{3 _1'
()t lIX lIy l' liZ
The boundary conditions for the disturbance velocity are
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(2.20b)
(2.20c)
(2.20d)
(2.20e)
(2.20f)
(2.21)
2.4.2. Fourier Decomposition
The linear disturbance equations given by Eqns.(2.19 - 2.20) are not separable.
We restrict the analyses to disturbances which are localized in a small region near the
stagnation plane (x = 0). The stability of the local base flow of similarity type is
analyzed to small disturbances localized in the small region near the stagnation plane (x
= 0). The amplitude of each disturbance is expanded in power series of x as
(2.22)
and only second and lower order terms are retained in the expansion. Here Fo(y), FI (y)
and F3 (y) are coefficients in (2.22) representing the dependence of the amplitude of the
disturbances. This method is similar to the one used to calculate the basic state solution,
but it is more general since we have not assumed any similarity form for disturbances.
The solution of the disturbance equations shows that the form of disturbances follows
the similarity type as in the base flow. The similar result is reported by Oztekin et al.
(1996) for the viscoelastic flow past a cylinder.
The spatial dependence of each disturbance can be seperated if the disturbances
are written in the Fourier form as
I
19
Pp
Sxxp
Sxyp
Sup
Syyp
Syzp
Szzp
(X, y, Z, t) =
- xU(y)
V(y)
W(y)
p(X,y)
G] (y) + X 2G3 (y)
xH(y)
xJ(y)
K(y)
M(y)
N(y)
(2.23)
where U (y), V (y) and W (y) are the dimensionless disturbance components of the
velocity field for x,yand Z directions, respectively, p(x, y) is the dimensionless
disturbance for the pressure field, G 1(y), G3 (y), H (y), J (y), K (y), M (y) and N (y)
are the dimensionless disturbances for the stresses, 0' is the dimensionless wave number
of the disturbances in the z direction and (J" is the dimensionless temporal eigenvalue
which can be complex .. Substituting (2.23) into (2.19) - (2.22), eliminating the
pressure and equating same power terms of X yield
( 1 + (J" De + 2 De 1') G} ..f De f G~ + De R~V ~
i~ (DeR} + (Jp)w = a
() 2DeT2 I1 + (J" De G3 + De f G~ + De R~V - W +
'/.0'
2 Def" H = a
20
(2.24a)
(2.24b)
( 1 + a De - De 1') H + De I H' + De T~ V - De T2 V' -
( De Zt + (3)
, P w' + De I" K = a
ta
( 1 + a De - 2 De I') K + De I K' + De Z{ V - 2 De Zt V' -
2f3p V' = a
( )
DeZt DeZt
1 + a De - De I' M + De I M' +. V" - 2 W' +
ta a
~p V" - f3p w' - i a (3 V = a
ta" a 2 p
2'(1 + a De ) N + De I N ' +2f3pV' - at f3pw = a
- i a 2 H - i a 2 K' + a 3 M - 2iG~ - i H" + 2 a J' + aM" +
(2.24c)
(2.24d)
(2.24e)
(2.24J)
(2.24g)
21
2 G3 + HI + i 0 J + ~8 w" _ (J~ 0: W = 0
1.0 2
(2.24i)
where w(y) is the amplitude of the y - direction vorticity component, w(y) = - i 0: U.
V(O) = V'(O) = V(l) = V'(l) = 0
w(O) = w(l) = 0
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(2.25a)
(2.25b)
CHAPTER III
Numerical Solutions
\}o/Basic State Solution
3.1 ;1. Newtonian Kinematics
Wefirst consider Newtonian kinematics and comp~te the stress field using Eqn~
(2.13). The equation governing the steady Newtonian flow is
..
together with boundary conditions
1(0) = 1'(0) = 0
1(1) = 1,1'(1) = 0
The solution ofEqn. (3.1) can be written as
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(3.1)
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
(3.3)
Substitution of Eqn.(3.3) into Eqn.(2.15) yields non-homogenous first order ordinary
differential equation for R1(y), R3(y), T2(y) and Zl(Y). The boundary conditions for
each component of stresses is obtained by using constitutive equation and velocity
boundary conditions as
(3.4a)
(3.4b)
The components of stresses governing the base flow are expanded in truncated series of
Chebyshev polynomials. These expansions are simplified by transforming the
computational domain Y (0, 1), to z = 2y - 1, so that the new variable z satisfies
z( -1, 1). th~equations governing the basic state stress field R1(z) , ~3(Z), T2(z)
and Zl (z) are solved using the Galerkin technique developed by Zebib (1987), in which
the derivatives of the components of the stresses are approximated by truncated sums of
Chebyshev polynomials of the form
(3.5)
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where D = d~ , Tn is the n th Chebyshev polynomial and aill (i = 1,2,3,4) are to be
computed as the solution of the algebraic problem. Solutions of R 1(z ), R3 (z), T2(z )
and Zl (z) are obtained by integrating eq. (3.5) and using standard properties of
Chebyshev polynomials. Chebyshev polynomials satisfy the properties
() an dTn+1(z) An-2 dTn- 1(z)2Tn Z == -- -----'-- - --
n + 1 dz n - 1 dz
where the constants an and An are
(3.6a)
(3.6b)
for n < 0
for n = 0
for n > 0
for n < 0
for n = 0
for n > 0
(3.6c)
(3.6d)
The lower-order derivatives follow from integrating the Chebyshev approximations for
the amplitudes, using the properties of the Chebyshev polynomials, and utilizing the
boundary conditions to determine the integration constants. Integrating the term
nf(z), f(z) = {R1(z),R3(z),T2(z), Zl(Z)}, and using the properties of the
Chebyshev polynomials give
r
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N N+l
r(Z) = L Lgji(O) r i Tj + A r To
i=O j=O
(3.7e)
where r i = {ali, a2i , a3i , a4i } and the constants gji(O) are obtained from
properties (3.3a) and (3.3b), and are given by Zebib ; the constants of integration are
determined by implementing the boundary conditions. The solution is of the form
N N+l
r(z) = L Lr~) r i T j (z)
i=O j=O
where the constants Ar and gji(O) are combined into r;~) .
(3.7J)
The Galerkin procedure described in detail by Zebib (1987) reduces the problem
to a linear algebraic equation
\ (3.8)
where xl = [aln , a2n, a3n, a4n] E ~4 (N+l) is the coefficient vector of the
discretized function and the elements of the matrices EI and FI , each in
~4 (N+l)x4 (N+l) and ~4 (N+l) respectively, depend on De and f3p and has been obtained by
implementing integration procedure known as Gauss Quadrature. The coefficient vector
x I is computed using the algorithm available as DLSLRG in the IMSL library.
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3.1.2. Non-Newtonian Kinematics
We now solve coupled basic state momentum and Oldroyd-B constitutive
equations given in Eqns. (2.15) and (2.16). We apply the technique known as Tau
method to represent the components of the stress terms since the boundary conditions
for these functions are not specified. However, since the boundary conditions are known
for the velocity field, Galerkin method will be used to solve f (z). After transforming the
computational domain y (0, 1) to z ( - 1, 1), we approximate the functions R1, R3 ,
T2 , ZI and f by implementing the Tau-Galerkin / Chebyshev method as
R I (z) bIn
R3 (z) N b2n
T2(z) =2: b3n Tn(z) (3.9)
ZI (z) n=O b4n
D4 f(z) bSn
d
where D = - b· (j = 1,2,3,4,5) are the unknown coefficients of the dicretized
" dz' In
functions and Tn is the nth Chebyshev polynomial. Lower order terms of fez) and
derivative terms of stress terms can be determined by integration and use of standard
properties of Chebyshev polynomials as it has been described in Eq.'s (3.6a - d).
Integrating the term D4 fez) and using the properties of the Chebyshev polynomials
gIve
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N N+I
/3)(Z) = L L v~) fi Tj(z) + CI To(z)
i=O j=O
N N+2
f(2)(z) = L LV~) fiTj(Z) +CI TI(z) +C2To(z)
i=O j=O
(3.10a)
(3.10b)
(3.10d)
where fi = {bSi } and the constants v~) for I k={O, 1,2,3} .are obtained from
properties (3.5a) and (3.5b), and are given by Zebib ; the constants of integration are
dete~ined by using the boundary conditions. The general form for fj~) , k=O,1,2,3 , IS
........
N
f(k)(z) = L
i=O
(3.10e)
where the constants {Cd for l = {I, 2, 3, 4} and {V)~)} are combined into {fjt)}.
The Chebyshev expansions are substituted into the governing equations. Since the
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to compute unknown coefficients, bj~l. We apply the Newton's Acceleration of
Convergence method as
,(k = 1,2,3, .... ) (3.11)
where bj(I~-I) is the approximate solution from (k - 1)th iteration and bj~~ is assumed
to be a small perturbation. To start off with, we guess the solution bjl~) and pick bjl~)
so that it satisfies the boundary conditions. Products of bj*!: are neglected to obtain the
approximate linear equations for bj~~ . To terminate the iterative procedure the relative
test is implemented.
After linearization of bj~~ at the kth stage, the discretized matrix algebraic
problem is of the form
(3.12)
where x2= [bIn, b2n ,b3n , b4n ,bSn ] E R 5 (N+I) is the perturbation vector of the
coefficients, elements of the coefficient matrices E2 and F2 are in the domain
R5 (N+ I)x 5 (N+ I) and R 5 (N+ I) respectively and has been obtained by implementing
integration procedure known as Gauss Quadrature. The perturbation vector X2 at each
iteration is computed using the algorithm available as DLSLRG in the IMSL library.
3.2. Linear Stability Analysis
Equations (2.24a - i) and (2.26a - b) describe an eigenvalue problem for the
gro~h rate (]' and the eigenfunction, composed of the amplitudes of velocity V (z), the
vorticity w(z) and polymeric stresses as a function of the spatial wave number Q and
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the parameters De and (3p. This eigenvalue problem is solved by discretization using
I Chebyshev polynomials.
The components of the eigenfunction are expanded in truncated senes of
Chebyshev polynomials. These expansions are simplified by transforming the domain
y(O, 1) to z = 2y - 1 to obtain the domain z( - 1,1) so that the orthoganality
properties of Chebyshev polynomials can be used. The transformed eigenvalue problem
is solved using the mixed Tau and Galerkin technique which is similar to the one
described earlier (Gottlieb & Orszag 1977; Zebib 1987), in which the highest
Chebyshev polynomials of the form
D4V(z) Cli
D2w(z) C2i
G I (z) C3i
G3 (z) N C4i
l· H(z) =2: CSi Ti(Z) (3.13)
J(z) i=O C6i
K(z) C7i
M(z) Cgi
N(z) C9i
d
where D = dz' Ti is the ith Chebyshev polynomial and the coefficients Cji (j = 1,2,3,
.....,9) are computed as the solution ofthe algebraic eigenvalue problem. Representations
of lower order derivatives of V (z) and w(z) are computed by integrating the terms of
Eqn.(3.13) related to the V(z) and w(z) and using the standard properties of
Chebyshev polynomials as it has been given in Eqns. (3.5a - b). The integration
/
constants are calculated using the boundary conditions (2.26a - b) .Representations of
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the higher order derivatives of the polymeric stress terms entering Eqns.(2.24a - g) are
obtained by differentiation of the polynomial expansion of polymeric stress terms in
Eqn.(3.13). Integrating the term 04V(z) and using the properties of the Chebyshev
polynomials give
N N+I
V(3) (z) = L L 8~) Vi Tj (z) + B I To(z)
i=O j=O
N N+2
V(2) (z) = L L s;~) Vi Tj(z) + B I T I (z) + B2 To(z)
i=O j=O
{3.14a)
(3.14b)
• (3.14d)
where Vi = {eli} and the constants 8~) for k= {O, 1,2,3} are obtained from
properties Eqns. (3.5a) and (3.5b), and are given by Zebib ; the constants of integration
are determined by using the boundary conditions. The general form for Vj~k) , k=O,1,2,3
, IS
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N
V(k)(Z) = L
i=O
(3.I4e)
where the constants {B/} for l = {I, 2, 3, 4} and {s~)} are combined into {Vj~k)}.
Integrating the vorticity term D2w(z) and implementing the standard properties of the
Chebyshev polynomials give
N N+I
w(l) = L LS;P Wi Tj + D I To
i=O j=O
N N+2
w(z) = L LS~)WiTj + D I TI + D2 To
i=O j=O
(3.141)
(3.14g)
where the constants of integration are determined by using the boundary conditions. The
..
general form for wt) ,k=O, 1, is
(3.14h)
where the constants {D z } for l = {I, 2} and {s;~)} are combined into {w;~)}. The
Chebyshev expansions are substituted into the governing equations, and to avoid
spurious eigenvalues, inner products are formed with
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N+4
""' (0)LJ sji Vi Tj
j=o
(3.14i)
rather than with the Chebyshev polynomials. The spunous eigenvalues are avoided
because Eq. (3.14i) satisfies the boundary conditions, as proved by Chandrasekhar
(1961).
The mixed Galerkin-Tau /Chebyshev procedure reduces the system of equations
and boundary conditions to a generalized matrix eigenvalue problem of the form
( A + (J B) X3-0 (3.15)
where (J is the temporal eigenvalue, x3 E ~9 (N+l) are the components of the
discretized eigenvector and the elements of the square matrices A and B , each in
~9(N+l)x9(N+l) , depend on a, De and {3p, and are computed by implementing
integration procedure known as Gauss Quadrature. Since the equations for the velocity
,.
and vorticity do not involve the temporal eigenvalue (J, B has 2 x (N+1) rows of
zeros and is therefore singular. The solution of (3.8) then will lead to 2 x (N+1) infinite
eigenvalues. The method developed by Gaossis & Pearlstein (1989) maps the infinite
eigenvalues to one or more specified points in the complex plane without modifYing the
finite eigenvalues. The resulting eigenvalue problem is
(3.16)
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where E E ~9(N+I)x9(N+l) and F E ~9(N+I)x9(N-tl) are written as partitioned matrices
(3.17)
where EI E ~7 (N+ l )x 9 (N+ 1) and P E ~2 (N+ l )x 9 (N+ 1) are the parts of the matrix A
(3.18)
*where 0 E ~2(N+l)x9(N+l) is the zero matrix, B E ~7(N+l)x9(N+l) is the non-zero parts
of the matrix B, and G is a diagonal matrix of order 2 x cN+1) with elements gii=Ei
where the coefficients Ei are arbitrary constants. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
algebraic eigenproblem (3.10) are computed using the algorithm available as DGVqcG
in the IMSL library. The infinite eigenvalues are obtained using the algorithm DGVLCG
in the same library.
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CHAPTER IV
Results
Stability calculations using the Oldroyd-B model has been investigated for the
viscoelastic planar stagnation flow in a small region near the stagnation plane, (x = 0 ),
depicted in figure 1. The results are presented for the representative value of solvent
viscosity ratio, f3s = 0.59 , which corresponds to the Pill Boger fluid used in several
experimental studies. The representative calculations for values of the viscosity ratio
f3s = 0.1 and f3s = 0.9 are given as well. In order to make comparison, both the
Newtonian and non-Newtonian kinematics have been investigated. First, we present
systematically the base flow field and its stability by considering Newtonian kinematics in
the next section.
4.1 Newtonian Kinematics
As it has been given in Chapter 2, the equation governing the basic state velocity
field for Newtonian kinematics is independent of Deborah number. The contours of
streamline function, 'ljJ, ('ljJ = - xf(y) + C, where C is a constant) are plotted in figure
2. It is obvious from the contour plots that the streamlines are curved and that the radius
of the curvature of streamlines gets larger away from the stationary plate. The curvature
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is exactly zero at upper porous plate. We also note that the curvature of streamlines are
not unifonn throughout the flow field. We expect that this nonuniform curvature
distribution will have a strong influence on the onset condition of the instability and
spatial structure of the secondary flow resulted from the instability.
The dimensionless vertical velocity profile, f (y), along the stagnation line, (
x = 0), and the extension ratei: =!' are plotted in figure 3 as a function of y
coordinate. The values of vertical velocity goes from zero ( at the solid plate, Y = a,) to
one ( at the porous plate, y = 1, ) hyperbolically. Note that the extension rate E is zero
at each plate and assumes a maximum in the middle of the flow field between the plates.
Since we consider Newtonian kinematics it is assumed that the velocity field is not
affected by the polymeric stress field here in this section and the vertical velocity and
extension rates will be same for all values ofDeborah number.
The basic state polymeric normal and shear stress profiles are shown as a
function of Y in figure 4 for various values of Deborah number in the range of a :::; De
:::; 1.0 .While the magnitude the first coefficient of the normal stress in the x direction,
R j (y), decreases as Deborah increases, the magnitudes of the other component of the
normal stress in x direction, R3 (y), the normal stress in the y direction, Zj (y), and shear
stress, T2 (y) increases with increasing values ofDeborah number as depicted in figure 4.
The spectrum of discrete eigenvalue problem for Newtonian kinematics
computed for N = 40, (Js = 0.59, a = 3.0 and De = 0.8195· is shown in figure 5.
As it can be seen from this figure, the spectrum of the discrete eigenvalue problem
consists of a discrete branch and several continuous branches. The eigenvalues belonging
to the continuous spectrum are clustered and it is difficult to determine the number of
continuous branches. The eigenvalues of the continuous spectrum converge slower than
the ones of the discrete spectrum. The eigenvalues belonging to the continuous spectrum
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are stable for all values of N since the real part of these eigenvalues is always negative
for all values ofDeborah number, De, wavenumber, a, and solvent viscosity ratio f3s.
The nature of the spectra computed for this flow is similar to those reported by
Oztekin & Brown (1993) for the viscoelastic flow between parallel plates, by McKinley
et al. (1995) for torsional flow between a plate and a cone and by Oztekin et al. (1996)
for viscoelastic flow past a circular cylinder. In order to determine the stability of the
base flow, we compute the temporal growth rate, a, for different values of De, a and
f3s: In figure 6, the growth rate, Re(a), is plotted as a function of wavenumber, a, for
different values of Deborah number ranging from De = 0.6 to 1.0 for solvent viscosity
ratio of f3s = 0.59. Note that the growth rate, Re(a), takes a maximum for finite values
of wavenumber, a, and decays strongly as a increases. The base flow stable for large
enough a for all values of Deborah number as shown in figure 6. We also note that
Re(a) becomes smaller as a gets smaller, but it does not decay strongly. Indeed, Re(a)
approaches an asymt_otic value as a goes to zero, and for the large enough value of
Deborah number, the base flow is unstable to long wavelength disturbances (see figure 6
for De = 1.0 ). For De = 0.6 , the real part of temporal growth is less than zero ( stable
base flow) for all values of wavenumber as shown in figure 6. As De increases, the
growth rate increases for all values of a. For De < 0.8195 , the base flow is stable for
,
all values of a (Re(a) < a ), however, for De > 0.8195 ,the base flow becomes
unstable for a range of wavenumber a . We also note that the range of wavenumber for
which the base flow is unstable increases as Deborah number increases as shown in
figure 6.
The critical Deborah number is determined by the growth rate. For De > Decrit
,the base flow is unstable for a range of a whereas for De < Decrit ,the ~ase flow is
stable for all a's. For f3s = 0.59 , the citical Deborah number is found to be Decrit
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~ 0.8195 and the critical wavenumber, Qerit, determined from the maximum of the
growth rate curve for De = Deent is Qent rv 3.0. For Q < Qerit and Q > Qerit
,the real part of a is less than zero and for Q = Qent and De = Deent ,the real part
of the most unstable eigenvalue is zero.
The point determined by ° = 0erit and De = Deerit in the growth curve is
defined as the neutral point. The calculations for different values of the solvent viscosity
ratio , (38 , have been performed in order to systematically explore the effects of the
rheological variations on the elastic flow instabilities in the planar stagnation viscoelastic
flow. Similarly the growth rates ( Re(a)) computed for different values of Deborah
number O. 8 ~ De ~ 1.1 for (38 = 0.9 and 0.75 ~ De ~ 1.a are plotted as a function
of ° and depicted in figures 7 and 8, respectively. For the solvent viscosity ratio
(38 = 0.9, the critical Deborah number and wavelength for the onset of the instability
have been found to be Decritical = 0.889 and Ocritical rV 4.85. For De > Decrit , the
real part of the most unstable eigenvalue becomes positive for a range of wavenumber
o. The results are summarized in figure 7. Same calculations have been performed for
the solvent viscosity ratio (38 = 0.1 and it has been found that the flow is unstable for
the values of the critical Deborah number and wavelength Decritical = 0;871 and
0eritieal = 2.25 as shown in figure 8. We note that while the critical wavenumber
increases monotonically as (38 increases, the critical Deborah number depends weakly on
(38 in a nonmonotic fashion. J:he critical Deborah number for (38 = 0.59 is lower than
..
those for both (38 = 0.1 and (38 = 0.9 .
The amplitudes of the real (solid curve) and imaginary (dashed curve) parts of the
disturbance vertical velocity U (z) and vorticity w(z) , and all components of disturbance
polymeric stresses computed for ° = 3.0 , De = 0.82 , (38 = 0.59, N = 30 for
Newtonian kinematics are shown as a function of z in figure 9. The velocity and
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pronounced structure close to the porous plate (i.e. the location at which the disturbance
vertical velocity or vorticity has a maximum is closer to the porous plate.). The
eigenfunctions of all polymeric stress components show even more pronounced structure
very close to the porous plate. The amplitudes of the disturbances of both normal and
shear stresses are the highest at the porous plate and decays very strongly away from the
porous plate. About 0.125 L away from the porous plate, all the disturbance polymeric
stress components dies out, as depicted in figure 9. We next relax the Newtonian
kinematics assumptions and solve the momentum and stress equations simultaneously for
base flow field. The stability calculations of the base flow with non-Newtonian
kinematics are presented in the next section.'
4.2 Non-Newtonian Kinematics
The equations governmg the base flow velocity and stress field for non-
Newtonian kinematics depend on the solvent viscosity ratiol1s and Deborah number. The
contours for streamline function has been plotted in figure 10 for De = 0.6915 and
f3s = 0.59. The nature of streamlines is very similar to the one computed for Newtonian
kinematics. Streamlines are curved and the radius of curvature is not uniform
throughtout the flow field. For different Deborah numbers in the range of 0 :::; De ::;
1.0, the base flow vertical velocity f and extension rate E = f' along the stagnation iine
are shown in figure 11. Also from figure 11, it can be seen that the vertical velocity along
the stagnation line is enhanced as Deborah number increases. The maximum extension
rate and the vertical position where the maximum extension rate occurs are depicted in
figure 12. It is clear from the figure that the maximum extension rate decreases slightly
as the value of Deborah number insreases and the location at which the extension rate
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as the value of Deborah number insreases and the location at which the extension rate
has a maximum gets closer to the solid plate with the increasing values of Deborah
~
number.
The results for the basic state polymeric stress components appearing in Eqn.s
(2.15a) - (2.15d) have been summarized in figure 12 for chosen Deborah numbers. The
profiles of the polymeric stress components show similar behaviours as in the case of
Newtonian kinematics except at the same value of Deborah number, the magnitudes of
stress components for non-Newtonian kinematics are much larger than those for
Newtonian kinematics. As Deborah number increases, the magnitude of the stress
component of the normal stress in x direction, R3 (y), the normal stress in the y direction,
Zl (y), and shear stress, T2 (y ) increases sharply. This could be the reason for numerical
difficulties reported for large scale numerical simulations of highly viscoelastic flows with
the presence of stagnation point or points in various complex geometries ( i.e. entry
flows and flow past a circular cylinder and a sphere ). In such flows, the high tensile
stress near the stagnation line ( or plane ) for Deborah of unity creates convergence
problems as previously reported by several investigators.
The. accuracy of the mixed Galerkin-Tau / Cebyshev approximation for the
eigenvalue problem was tested by checking the spectral convergence of the most
unstable eigenvalue. For non-Newtonian kinematics, the real and the imaginary parts of
the least stable eigenvalue is plotted in figures 14 and 15, respectively, as a function of
number of polynomials in the expansions for the parameter values of a = acrit ,
(38 = 0.59 and De" = 0.4, 0.6915, and 0.9. Both real and imaginary part of the most
unstable eigenvalue converges to one part in 105 for N = 15. In all stability calculations,
we use 30 or higher number of Chebyshev polynomials ( N).
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continuous branches in the spectrum of the discrete eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues
of the continuous spectrum are suppressed and the number of continuous branches can
not be determined easily . The eigenvalues of the discrete spectrum tend to converge
faster than the ones of the continuous spectrum. The eigenvalues belonging to the
continuous spectrum are stable for all values of N since the real part of these
eigenvalues is negative. The spectra computed for Newtonian and non-Newtonian
kinematics are very similar.
Criticavvalues which corresponds to the minimum Deborah number and wave
numbers for the onset of the instabilities ofnon-Newtonian kinematics has been shown in
figure 17 for N = 40, {3s = 0.59 . The critical Deborah number corresponding to a
small range of a indicates the onset of the instability. For De < Decritical , the flow is
stable for all values of wave numbers, whereas for De > Decritical, the flow is unstable
to disturbances in some range of a. The critical Deborah number and wave number for
non-Newtonian kinematics are found to be De rv 0.69151, a rv 4.8. The critical
Deborah number for non-Newtonian kinematics is slightly smaller compared to the
..
critical Deborah number predicted for Newtonian kinematics. Hence, the non-Newtonian
kinematics destabilize the base flow. The degree of destabilization is small; the critical
Deborah number decreases only about 15% from Decrit = 0.8195 for Newtonian
kinematics to Decrit = 0.6915 for non-Newtonian kinematics. The critical wavenumber
for the onset of the instability for non-Newtonian kinematcs (a rv 4.8), however,
changes considerably compared to the Newtonian kinematics ( a = 3.0).
Linear stability calculations of Oldroyd-B model for the solvent viscosity ratio
(3s = 0.59 predict secondary flows in the form of traveling vortices, i.e. the wavespeed
of the vortices c - - 1m ((J) / a = - 0.0012588. This temporal behavior of the
instability is similar to the temporal characteristics of the other purely elastic instabilities
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of rotating shear flows between parallel plates (Oztekin and Brown, 1993 and Byars et
aI., 1994), a cone and a plate (Oztekin et aI., 1994 and McKinley et aI., 1995 ) and
Taylor Couette-rheometers (Larson et al. 1990; 1992) but different from the
characteristics of viscoelastic flow past cylider since the wavespeed is zero for this flow
(Oztekin et aI., 1994 ).
For different values of the solvent viscosity ratio , f3s , we performed
calculations in order to systematically understand the effects of the rheological
variations on the elastic flow instabilities in the planar extensional viscoelastic flow. For
the solvent viscosity ratio f3s = 0.9, the critical Deborah number and wavelength for
the onset of the instability have been found to be Deerit = 0.789 and Qerit rv 5.0. The
results are summarized in figure 18. Same calculations have been performed for the
solvent viscosity ratio f3s = 0.1 and it has been found that the critical Deborah number
and wavelength for the onset of the instability were Deerit = 0.689 and Qerit = 4.9
as shown in figure 19. For all values of f3s ' the critical Deborah number computed for
non-Newtonian kinematics is smaller than the predicted one for Newtonian kinematics.
The maximum growth rate, Re(CI)max , is plotted in figure 20 as a function of
Deborah number in the range of 0.5:S De :S 1.5 for solvent viscosity ratios of
f3s = 0.1 , 0.59 , and 0.9. We note that the maximum growth rate sharply decreases as
Deborah number approaches to zero (Newtonian limit) for all values ofviscosity solvent
ratio. The maximum growth rate is very similar for f3s = 0.1 and f3s = 0.59 for Deborah
number in the range of 0.5 :S De :S 1.2. For these two values of the solvent viscosity
ratio, Re(CI)max has a ri1aximum around De rv 1.2 and becomes smaller as Deborah
number increases to De = 1.5. For f3s = 0.9, the Re(CI)max curve shifts downward.
For Deborah number smaller than De rv 1.3, it does not indicate a maximum 'in this
range of Deborah number (0.5 :S De ~ 1.5). We also note that while the critical
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Deborah number above which the base flow becomes unstable (i.e. Re(a) ~ 0.0) for
f3s = 0.1 is very similar to the one for f3s = 0.59, the critical Deborah number for
f3s = 0.9, is significantly larger than those for f3s = 0.59 and 0.1. Similarly, the
wavenumber corresponding to the maximum growth rate, a max , is plotted as a function
of Deborah number, a max = amax(De), for different values of the viscosity solvent ratio,
f3s = 0.1, f3s = 0.59 and f3s = 0.9. We note that a max increases with increasing
Deborah number and has a maximum around De = 1.2 for f3s = 0.1 and 0.59. For
f3s = 0.9, a max has a minimum around De = 0.65 and after that point it increases more
rapidly as Deborah number increases.
The profiles of the real (solid curve) and imaginary (dashed curve) parts of the
disturbance vertical velocity U(z) and vorticity w(z), a~d all polymeric disturbance
stress components computed for a = 3.0 , De = 0.6915 , f3s = 0.59, N = 40 for non-
Newtonian kinematics are shown as a function of z in figure 22. Similar to the
eigenfunctions computed for Newtonian kinematics, the velocity and vorticity field
indicates a single cell between the plates and eigenfunctions show more pronounced
structure close to the porous plate (i.e. the location at which the disturbance vertical
velocity or vorticity has a maximum is closer to the porous plate.). The eigenfunctions of
all polymeric stress components show even more pronounced structure much more close
to the porous plate. The amplitudes of the disturbances ofboth normal and shear stresses
are the highest at the porous plate and decays very strongly away from the porous plate.
About 0.15 L away from the porous plate, the amplitude of disturbances of each
component of polymeric stres dies out as depicted in' figure 22. The structures of the
eigenfunctions are very similar to those computed for Newtonian kinematics; see figure
9.
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CHAPTER V
Discussion
The elastic instabilities of the viscoelastic planar extensional flow in the vicinity
of the stagnation plane, (x = 0), has been presented by the linear stability analysis. It has
been found that the instabilities exist above the certain critical Deborah numbers for
some range of wavenumbers. Ther-characteristics of these elastic instabilities are dictated
by the large extension of the polymer molecules and high tensile stress along the curved
streamlines in a small region around the stagnation line. This conclusion is in agreement
with a recent study documented by McKinley, Pakdel and Oztekin (1996). These·
investigators show that the onset of elastic instabilities of viscoelastic flows in a wide
range of different geometries (figure 23) is determined by the same criterion. These
conditions required for purely elastic instabilities of various simple and complex flows
are presented by McKinley, Pakdel and Oztekin (1996) by incorporating both the
presence of nen-zero elastic normal stresses in the fluid and the magnitude of the
streamline curvature in the flow. The formula for onset of elastic instability in the general
form is represented by
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streamline curvature in the flow. The formula for onset of elastic instability in the general
form is represented by
(5.1)
where )'1 is the relaxation time of the fluid, U is the characteristic stream wise fluid
velocity, R is characteristic radius of curvature of the streamline, TIl is tensile stress in
the flow direction, and TI2 is the shear stress. By applying this formula to simple
geometries, they showed that the formulation of the stability criterion for the Taylor-
Couette flow depicted in figure 23(a) is
D W
· > Merit
e 2----
2 (1-(3) (5.2)
where De = Al n is the Deborah number Wi = Al t is the Weissenberg number, n
is the angular velocity, (3 = 178/170 is the viscosity ratio and Merit = 35.00 ± 0.03. For
the torsional flow between a cone and a plate Eqn. (?2) is still applied,and the critical
value of M computed to be Merit = 21.03 and (3 > 0.5. For the complex two-
dimensional geometries such as lid-driven cavity flow and viscoelastic flow past
cylinder ,this criterion is expressed in terms of stream curvature R. For the lid-driven
cavity shown in figure 23(c), the formulation of R is given by
1 a b
-=-+-R H L
(5.3)
where a and b are dimensionless weighting parameters for the length scales Hand L
respectively. The characteristic shear rate in the local flow is also a function of this radius
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of the curvature and is given by "( = UIR . Substitution of these expression into the
dimensionless stability criterion Eqn. (5.1) results in the following unwieldly condition for
the onset of an elastic instability
(a b) (a b) >)1} U H + L 2 ( 1 - (3) )\1 U H + L - Merit (5.4)
In Eqn.s ( 5.2) and (5.3), a, b and Merit are all unknown parameters. However,
factoring out of H-1 from each term in parentheses and rearrangement ofEqn.(5.4) at
the critical onset conditions for elastic instability results in an expression of the form
1
Wierit
2 (1 - (3) ) + (b
Merit
2 (1 - (3) ) A = a
Merit
b
+-A
(5.5)
where a=l, b=21, Wi= 1¥ = ll, (3=0.7, A=HIR is the aspect ratio and
Merit = 30.6 for lid-driven cavity flow.
Another prototypical processing flow is the steady two-dimensional viscoelastic
flow past gyjinder of Iadills_~~!1S!f_ainedill a channel of half-height H. For this
geometry depicted in figure 23 (e), the characteristic radius of curvature of the
streamlines is given by
1 a b
-=-+-R R H
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(5.6)
Similarly, the characteristic defoffilation rate, [mux, In the stagnation regIon IS
approximated as
f ,rv~ = u(~ +~) = U (a +~)
max R R H R A (5.7)
Combining these expressIOns in the dimensionless instability criterion Eqn. (5.1) and
subsequent rearrangement results in an expression of the same form as Eqn. (5.5)
~
1 ~ b
=a+-
Wierit 11
"-
where a= 0.14, b = 9.0 and Merit = 40.
(5.8)
All the flows that has been reviewed have curved streamlines. As a result of the
curvature effect, they become unstable if they reach to the critical circumtances. The
problem that we study has curved streamlines as well. Therefore we expect instabilities
above a critical Deborah number and the onset of instabilities can be determined by a
similar criterion. We follow the argument discussed above. By implementing Eqns.(5.6)
and (5.2), one can write
1
R
b
L
(5.9)
>'1 U Merit
-- >'11' >
R 2 (1-,6)
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(5.10)
If we assume that L "has a similar effect on the radius of curvature of streamlines as H
does in viscoelastic flow past cylinder, the value of bin Eqn.(5.9) can be taken as b = 56
(which is the value of b predicted and measured for flow past a cylinder by McKinley,
Pakdel & Oztekin, 1996). The value of Merit then is computed to be Merit rv 26. This
critical value of Merit falls in the range of Merit values predicted and measured values for
viscoelastic flow in different complex and simple geometries (21 :s Merit :s 40).
Although the linear stability analysis is carried out for the local similarity type of
base flow in a small region near the vicinity of the stagnation line, x = 0, it still includes
the effects of the high extension of the polymer molecules and the effect of curved
streamlines. It has been shown that for the creeping flow of polymeric fluid with the
presence of stagnation points, the kinematics near the stagnation points are particularly
dictated by the small region where polymer molecules are highly extended (Lunsman et
al. 1993). These predictions have been confirmed by the flow visualization experiments
ofMcKinley, Armstrong & Brown 1993.
The stability prediction presented In Chapter 4 for Newtonian and non-
Newtonian kinematics clearly shows that the onset of the elastic instability is not strongly
influenced by the effects of polymeric stress on the base flow kinematics. The difference
in the critical Deborah number Deerit between these two kinematics is only 15%. The
temporal and spatial characteristics of the secondary flows computed for Newtonian and
non-Newtonian kinematics are also very similar, as discussed in detail in ChapterA.
These elastic flow instabilities have very important consequences in commercial
processing operations. The flow geometry studied here is commonly encountered in
polymer processing operations. The processing rate in these polymer operations is
limited by the elastic flow instabilities described here. A central conclusion from this
study is that the destabilizing mechanism leading to purely elastic instabilities is the
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combination of streamline curvature and large elastic normal stresses which give rise to a
tension along the fluid streamlines as depicted in Figure 24. Larson et al. present an
elegantly simple micromechanical model which shows how the nonlinearities in the
constitutive equation and the equation of motion for a curvilinear flow can couple to
reinforce an infinitesimal perturbation that results in some part of a polymer molecule
being displaced from one streamline to a neighboring one. When Deborah number
exceeds a critical value in some region of the flow, then infinitesimally perturbations in
the fluid kinematics will be amplified. This disturbance may not remain constant,
however, the secondary motion resulting from the perturbation may rapidly become of a
finite amplitude as it is convected into regions of the flow where this critical Deborah
number is not initially met (i.e. De :S Decritical)' The rapid distortion of the base flow
field due to the evolution of the stream wise vorticity and the growth finite amplitude
disturbances is also a characteristics of the inertial instabilities arising from streamline
curvature.
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the planar extensional flow. A Cartesian
coordinate system is defined with its origin at the stagnation point
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Figure 2, Contour of the base state streamline function, 1/J, ofNewtonian kinematics
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Figure 5. The spectra of the algebraic problem computed for Newtonian kinematics,
f3s = 0.59, De = 0.82 , a = 3.0 with the discretization N = 30 .
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Results are shown for 0.5 .::; De .::; 0.85 .
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Figure 18. The growth rate (Re (0-») as a function ofwavenumber (a) computed
for Oldroyd-B model with f3s = 0.9 for non-Newtonian kinematics.
Results are shown for 0.6 ::; De ::; 1.0.
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Figure 19. The growth rate (Re (0-) ) as a function of wavenumber (a) computed
for Oldroyd-B model with f3s = 0.1 for non-Newtonian kinematics.
Results are shown for 0.55 :S De :S 0.9.
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Figure 20. The maximum growth rate Re (a")max computed for OIdroyd-B model
with f3s = 0.1, 0.59and 0.9is shown as a function ofDeborah number.
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Figure 21. The wavenumber, CYmax , corresponding to the Re(CT)max computed for
the Oldroyd-B model with (38 = 0.1 , 0.59 and 0.9 is plotted as a function
ofDeborah number, De.
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Figure 22. The coefficients in expansion (3.8) for the disturbance amplitudes
ofOldroyd-B fluid (f3s = 0.59) shown as the plots of real (solid curve)
and imaginary (dashed curve) of (i) U(z), (ii) w(z), (iii) G1(z) ,
(iv) G3(z), (v) H(z), (vi) J(z), (vii) K(z), (viii) M(z), (ix) N(z) computed
for non-Newtonian kinematics.
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Figure 23. Schematic diagrams of simple unidirectional, (a)-(b), and complex
two-dimensional, (c)-(f), flow geometries.
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Figure 24. A representative region of a viscoelastic flow in a geometry with radius
of curvature n. Indices 'I' and '2' denote coordinates parallel to the flow
and the transverse velocity gradient (i.e. the direction of shear) respectively.
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